This paper continues the development of a new framework for the construction of motion compensated wavelet transforms for highly scalable video compression. The current authors recently proposed a motion adaptive wavelet transform based on motioncompensated lifting steps. This approach overcomes several limitations of existing methods. In particular, frame warping and block displacement methods cannot efficiently exploit complex motion without sacrificing invertibility. By contrast, the motion-compensated lifting transform remains invertible regardless of the motion model. The previous work was primarily in the context of a block motion model. However, block motion models inevitably yield discontinuous motion fields, which poorly represent complex motion in real video sequences. In this paper we consider the benefits of a continuous motion field, by incorporating a deformable mesh motion model into the existing framework. Experimental results show that this leads to improved compression and visual quality.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of highly scalable video coding is to produce a dense family of embedded bit-streams, each an efficient compressed representation of the video, at successively higher bit-rates. Scalability has important applications in many areas including simulcast, videoconferencing and remote video browsing. In addition to bit-rate scalability, other important forms of scalability for video coding include spatial resolution and temporal (frame-rate) scalability.
Highly scalable compression imposes an important restriction on the encoder. Specifically, it must operate with no prior knowledge of the rate at which the compressed video will be reconstructed. For this reason, the predictive feedback paradigm inherent in traditional motion compensated video compression algorithms is fundamentally incompatible with highly scalable compression. Instead the preferred paradigm is that of feed-forward compression, in which a spatio-temporal transform is followed by quantization and coding.
Karlsson and Vetterli first proposed the use of the separable 3D discrete wavelet transform (3D-DWT) for video compression [1] . Separable 3D transforms are also employed in [2] , which extends the well-known SPIHT [3] coding algorithm to the temporal dimension. This coder has the advantage of producing a fully embedded rate-scalable bit-stream, with low complexity relative to motion-compensated coders. However, without motion compensation, temporal filtering produces significant ghosting artefacts in the low-pass temporal subband. High quality low-pass temporal subbands are essential for a truly scalable video coder, and this immediately presents us with the challenge of finding an alternative way of effectively exploiting motion within the spatio-temporal transform.
Taubman and Zakhor [4] proposed an approach based on spatially aligning video frames prior to the application of the separable 3D-DWT. The spatial alignment may be achieved by arbitrary frame warping operations, however, an invertible global frame warping operator cannot represent the local expansion and contraction effects exhibited by most scene motion fields. In some proposed schemes, such as that by Tham et al. [5] , the invertibility requirement is deliberately violated, so that high quality reconstruction is impossible.
A second class of approaches can be described as block displacement methods, as proposed by Ohm [6] and Choi and Woods [7] . In these approaches, video frames are divided into blocks, where each block undergoes rigid motion, usually translation. Again, the 3D-DWT is essentially applied in a separable fashion to the displaced blocks, but the effects of expansion and contraction in the motion field are observed in the appearance of "disconnected pixels" between the blocks. These disconnected pixels must be treated differently, which adversely affects compression performance [6, 7] . These approaches are also restricted to block-based rigid motion models, and cannot capture expansive or contractive motion. The tight coupling between the temporal transformation and the motion model also hampers the use of wavelet kernels other than the Haar in the temporal domain.
The current authors recently proposed a new approach, which overcomes the limitations of the existing methods mentioned above [8] . This new framework uses the lifting realization of the temporal DWT with motion compensation applied along the lifting steps. Results reported in [8] were obtained primarily in the context of a simple block-based motion model. However, it was also shown that this scheme has the advantage of being amenable to any motion model and remains invertible. In this paper we report results obtained by incorporating a deformable mesh motion model into the existing framework. This more advanced model can achieve superior compression to the block-based model, avoiding blocking artefacts along the motion trajectories.
The cost of coding the motion information was ignored in [8] . In this paper we describe a method for exploiting the significant redundancy within the motion mappings.
In particular, we show that the invertibility of continuous motion fields, such as that yielded by the mesh motion model, offers greater potential for compactly representing the motion information. The block-based model, on the other hand, generally corresponds to discontinuous motion fields, which are inherently non-invertible.
MOTION COMPENSATED TEMPORAL DWT BASED ON LIFTING
Motion compensation is incorporated into the temporal wavelet transform to more effectively exploit inter-frame redundancy. As mentioned, the scheme is based on a lifting realization of the DWT [9] with arbitrary motion compensation operators applied along the lifting steps. 
No particular motion model is assumed here. The lifting steps are modified as follows.
( ) W represent backward and forward motion fields respectively. This allows the transform to effectively represent the complex motion in real video sequences. Note that the high-pass subband frames are merely the motion compensated residual. These will be close to zero only in regions where the motion is captured, so the coding gain of the transform depends heavily on the success of the motion model. Furthermore, if the motion is well modelled, the lowpass subband frames are effectively the result of temporal filtering along the motion trajectories, and will be free from ghosting artefacts. This is important for good visual quality of the lower frame rate video, and to eliminate the cost of coding unwanted spatial edges in the low-pass temporal subband. It is important to realise that these properties break down in regions where the motion model is unsuccessful. Nevertheless, the invertibility of the transform is not sacrificed.
Extension to the bi-orthogonal 5/3 wavelet kernel is given in [8] . For this transform, the high-pass frames are now essentially the residual from a bi-directional motion compensated prediction of the odd indexed original frames. In this framework, the longer kernel can provide a significant performance improvement, but it should be noted that the number of distinct motion mapping operators is doubled relative to the Haar case.
Fig. 1. Motion representation for two levels of temporal DWT

DEFORMABLE MESH MOTION MODEL
As stated previously, the motion compensated lifting framework has the advantage that it imposes no restrictions on the motion model. Block-based models are typically restricted to local translation and inevitably yield discontinuous motion fields. By contrast, deformable meshes are able to track more complex motion, including local expansion and contraction, while maintaining a continuous motion field. In the next section we describe a strategy that exploits the invertibility of continuous motion fields to efficiently represent the motion information.
Mesh-based motion models approximate the motion at any given location by interpolating motion vectors determined on a regular grid of mesh node-points. For triangular meshes, the interpolation is defined by an affine transformation.
Deformable triangular meshes have been found to offer superior motion compensation [10] , with the same number of motion vector parameters as block-based models.
MOTION REPRESENTATION
Each level of the motion-compensated lifting transform requires a distinct motion mapping for each lifting filter tap. The Haar wavelet requires one mapping per frame, repeated at each subband level. For multiple levels we need approximately two mappings per original frame. The 5/3 wavelet requires twice this number of mappings. The cost of coding this motion information, and the complexity involved in estimating it can be quite considerable.
However, strong dependencies exist between each pair of forward and backward motion fields, and also between the motion fields at each level of the transform. We exploit this dependency in our motion representation to significantly reduce the number of motion mappings to just one per original frame. The motion overhead is halved for the Haar wavelet, and reduced to a quarter for the 5/3 wavelet. Note that this is now the same motion information overhead as required by simple motion-compensated prediction methods. This procedure is trivially extended to any number of transform levels. In each case we code a maximum of one motion field per original frame. Note that inverting each level of the transform requires no motion information from lower levels, so temporal scalability is not sacrificed.
Key to this method is the ability to compute the inverse of a motion field. Strictly speaking, only continuous motion fields are truly invertible meaning only the mesh motion model is well suited to this strategy. Inverting the mesh motion field involves the non-trivial task of locating and inverting the correct affine transformation at every pixel location. Furthermore, unless the mesh is anchored to the image boundaries, not every pixel location has a corresponding affine transformation. In our experiments we take a simpler approach by assuming a new triangular mesh in the opposite direction and only inverting the motion vectors at the node-points of this new mesh. As mentioned, discontinuous motion fields cannot be inverted, so in the case of block-based motion, we adopt an ad-hoc approach that involves simply reversing each original motion vector.
In practice, we modify this strategy to accommodate inaccuracies in the inverted motion fields. Each inverted motion mapping is compared to that obtained by normal motion estimation on the original frames. This enables the encoder to also code a refinement field if the inverted field is significantly different to the estimated field. We may refine fields inferred through concatenation of a higher-level field to an adjacent field, in a similar way. The refinement fields generally consist of small values, mostly zeros, which are less costly to encode. This immediately raises the classic issue of bit-rate distribution between the motion information and the subband coefficients.
It is important to realize that when we correctly invert a continuous motion field in this scheme, the transform is effectively filtering along the motion trajectories established by the motion model. Refining an approximate inverse field with a mean-squared error optimization over original frames does not necessarily recover the actual inverse mapping, especially when the original field contains estimation errors. This is particularly true for the block motion model, where an actual inverse does not exist. Therefore the refinement fields may not improve the coding gain of the transform in an obvious manner, complicating the issue of motion information rate allocation.
For the purpose of these experiments, we ignore the issue of optimal rate allocation for the motion information by coding all refinement fields for both models. Preliminary results at low bit-rates indicate superior compression is achievable by coding no refinement fields.
This motion representation strategy is well aligned with efficient methods for motion estimation. Refinement fields are estimated using the inferred field as a starting point, resulting in much lower complexity. Only one full motion estimation operation is required per original frame, which is comparable with simple motion-compensated prediction methods.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare the block-based motion model with the triangular deformable mesh model over three levels of the temporal transform. We use the first 96 frames of the standard test sequences, "Mobile and Calander", " Table Tennis" and "Flower Garden". The original sequences have a frame rate of 30 fps and a spatial resolution of 352x240.
The block-based model is implemented using a hierarchical search method. A coarse motion field is first estimated by full-search block matching at half the spatial resolution. The search range is relative to the temporal displacement of +/-8 pixels per frame. This is successively refined on interpolated frames up to quarter pixel accuracy. The block size is 16x16, giving 330 motion vectors per field.
We form the regular triangular mesh by dividing 16x16 blocks along their diagonals. Motion vectors are estimated for each node in the mesh, resulting in 368 vectors per motion mapping. A coarse motion field is estimated by full-search block matching at half the spatial resolution, with overlapping blocks centred at each node-point. Again, the search range is +/-8 pixels per frame. The motion field is then refined using the hexagonal refinement algorithm proposed in [10] , repeated at successively higher resolutions until the motion field is quarter-pixel accurate.
Motion fields for each level in the transform are estimated using the original video frames, using a mean-squared error distortion criterion. The full colour sequences are reconstructed at 1.5Mbps, including the cost of coding the motion information.
To emphasize the scalability of the compression system, the test bit rate was obtained by simply discarding unwanted bits from another bit-stream compressed to a much higher bitrate. A constant number of bits are allocated to each group of 8 original frames. The temporal subband frames are subjected to spatial wavelet decomposition and embedded block coding of the quantized wavelet coefficients using an implementation of the JPEG2000 image compression standard.
The directly estimated fields are spatially predicted and the residual fields are coded, along with the refinement fields, using category codes [11] . Category codes are suitable here because we expect the likelihood of the refinement vectors to be inversely proportional to their absolute magnitude. We model an arithmetic coder to determine the cost of coding the category symbols. As mentioned previously, in this comparison we code every refinement field for both models, so the actual motion fields used are identical to those found by direct estimation. Table 1 compares the PSNR results obtained with each motion model with the Haar and bi-orthogonal 5/3 wavelets. Results are given only for luminance components, but each component is assigned equal importance during rate allocation.
We see that for "Mobile and Calander" and "Flower Garden" the deformable mesh model improves the PSNR by 0.40-0.59 dB, relative to the block-based model. The blockbased model itself achieves 2.60-5.03 dB improvement compared to using no motion compensation. The exception is with the " Table Tennis " sequence, where the block model performs comparably to the mesh model. The majority of the motion in this sequence is translation (the table tennis ball), which can be well represented by discontinuous motion fields. We also note that for this sequence, adding motion to the Haar wavelet reduces PSNR performance for both motion models.
In all cases, we observe a greater PSNR improvement by adding motion to the 5/3 wavelet compared to the Haar. This agrees with the proposal in [6] that the 5/3 wavelet is more amenable to motion compensation within this framework.
Finally, it is worth noting that the visual quality of the reconstructed sequence is generally superior for the mesh motion model. In particular, we observe an absence of blocking artifacts on the motion trajectories.
DISCUSSION
It was revealed in the experiments that in some instances, motion compensation actually reduces the reconstructed PSNR. Due to local expansions and contractions, most video sequences do not exhibit a one-to-one correspondence between pixels in consecutive frames. This is the source of the 'disconnected' pixels problem in block displacement methods, and it manifests itself in this scheme when individual pixels are mapped to multiple locations by the motion warping operations.
During temporal synthesis, the quantization error energy of some pixels will be mapped to multiple locations in the reconstructed frames, as a result of local expansions and contractions in the motion field, causing an increase in the overall frame distortion. Our quantization and rate control strategies are currently ignorant of these effects, essentially treating the 3D transform as if it were fully separable. Therefore, while adding motion compensation into the transform can significantly increase its coding gain, it can also expand the quantization error energy. For the deformable mesh model, this error energy expansion is a direct result of local expansions in the triangular mesh itself. In our experiments we restricted these expansions by weighting the distortion associated with each affine transform by its determinant. We immediately observed a significant improvement in reconstructed signal PSNR. We expect to obtain further improvements by adapting the spatial quantization and coding of the temporal subbands in the regions of expansion and contraction.
Finally, it is important to consider the visual quality of the low temporal resolution frames. Without motion compensation, the low-pass frames contain disturbing ghosting artefacts. This is largely avoided by motion compensation with both motion models. We note that even when there is no increase in reconstructed PSNR, as with the "Table Tennis" sequence, the visual quality of the low-pass frames is still significantly improved.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The motion compensated lifting framework for temporal wavelet decomposition of video sequences has been extended to incorporate a deformable mesh motion model. In most cases this leads to improved PSNR performance and visual quality in comparison to a block-based model. Future work will be directed at implementing superior motion models, and optimizing rate allocation for the motion information.
